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PREFACE
The IMPACT Justice Project (Improved Access to Justice in the Caribbean) is funded by the
Government of Canada. It is being implemented from within the Caribbean Law Institute Centre
of the Faculty of Law at the Cave Hill Campus of the University of the West Indies under an
agreement between the Campus and the Government of Canada. The Project commenced in 2014
and was originally to be implemented over a 5- year period. However, at the end of that period in
2019, the life of the Project was extended by three years, to the end of March 2022.
The Project’s ultimate outcome is enhanced access to justice benefitting men, women, youth and
businesses in the CARICOM region. This outcome is to be reached by strengthening legal
frameworks, improving legal professionalism and legal services including legal education and
information and increasing knowledge and use of Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR)
mechanisms as methods of settling disputes without court intervention.
The beneficiary countries are the 12 CARICOM Member States of Antigua and Barbuda, Barbados,
Belize, the Commonwealth of Dominica, Grenada, Guyana, Jamaica, St. Kitts and Nevis, St. Lucia,
St. Vincent and the Grenadines, Suriname, Trinidad and Tobago and Montserrat, a British
Overseas Territory which was a founding member of CARICOM and the only non-independent
territory in the group.
By the end of Year 7 (2020/21) IMPACT Justice had drafted model legislation on Arbitration,
Business Names, a Climate Resilience Enforcement Agency (CREAD) for Dominica, Community
Mediation, a Hospitals Authority (for Dominica), Judicial Pensions for the OECS, the Legal
Profession, Major Organised Crime (for Jamaica), Sexual Harassment and Trade Marks. Model
legislation being worked on during Year 8 is an Insolvency Bill and a Model Sex Offender Register
for the OECS. The Project has also: conducted 24 reviews of existing legislation in areas such as
bail, company law, evidence, family law and jury management; trained 62 legal drafters from
beneficiary countries; conducted workshops on the preparation of drafting instructions and
legislative drafting in several countries, from which two training manuals emanated; sponsored
37 public legal education workshops on various topics, and trained 1820 persons in mediation and
restorative practices under its ADR programme.
In keeping with the cross-cutting themes of all Canadian funded projects which are environmental
sustainability, gender equality, governance and human rights, the Project has conducted
workshops on environmental impact assessments; COVID-19 and Violence against Women and
Girls; sexual harassment and at mid-2021 it was analysing the results of two region-wide surveys
on access to justice for the elderly and persons with disabilities in the region.
This Report entitled “Unmasking the Commonwealth Caribbean COVID-19 Legal Response: A
Rule of Law and Human Rights Analysis One Year+ On in a Public Health Crisis” has been
produced in three parts. Part 1 maps the emergency measures adopted in the Caribbean to
address the COVID-19 pandemic and the extent to which these measures are compliant with the
Rule of Law and human rights obligations. It also maps the legal and institutional frameworks
adopted by select Caribbean states, assessing in particular, the functioning of key institutions such
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as Parliament and the Judiciary. It also assesses the varied impact on vulnerable groups, of the
creation and enforcement of regulations in response to this unparalleled public health
emergency. Part 2 of the study comprises a case law compendium entitled COVID-19 Regulations
and the Rule of Law. It presents and discusses the findings in cases decided in courts of the region
during 2020. Part 3 presents data on developments in individual CARICOM countries in a well
packaged and easily followed manner.
This important three volume report is the second publication on the COVID-19 pandemic to be
funded by IMPACT Justice. The first, edited by Hon. Mr. Justice Winston Anderson, a judge of the
Caribbean Court of Justice (CCJ) and Chairman of the CCJ Academy for Law, was entitled “Legal
Dimensions Arising from the COVID-19 Pandemic”. It was published as the 2020 Webinar Series
for the 6th Biennial Conference in the CCJ Academy for Law’s Biennial Conference Series in
November 2020.
The IMPACT Justice Project thanks Rashad Brathwaite, Junior Research Fellow, Faculty of Law,
University of the West Indies, Cave Hill Campus and the team he assembled to assist him in
executing this project. The large team includes Sarah Baksh, Faith Beckles, Precious Charles,
Hilana Clarke, Ashlea Edwards, Rawletta Barrow, Ashleigh-Ann Dussard, Solange Francis, Travis
Lay, Westmin James, Akeem Lopez, Carlon Mendoza, Amanda Perry, Leah Thompson, Richard
Williams and Jamari Wilson.
The views expressed in this document should not be taken to reflect the official opinions or
positions of any of the Governments of the selected CARICOM Member States, the Government
of Canada or the Improved Access to Justice in the Caribbean (IMPACT Justice) Project.

Prof. Velma Newton, CBE, SCM
Regional Director, IMPACT Justice Project and
Officer-in-Charge, Caribbean Law Institute Centre,
Faculty of Law
University of the West Indies
Cave Hill Campus
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I. COVID-19 REGULATIONS AND THE
RULE OF LAW
Attorney General of the Turks and Caicos Islands v
Misick and others (Appellants) [2020] UKPC 30
The judgment in Attorney General of the Turks and Caicos Islands (Respondent) v Misick and
others (Appellants) [2020] UKPC 30 highlights the capacity of the Executive to take steps to
advance access to justice in the context of the pandemic and the continued functioning of the
Court. This is particularly relevant for jurisdictions with itinerant judges but may also signal a
possibility where purely virtual trials are possible for much greater cross-regional support in order
to address backlogs in a post-pandemic world.
Briefly, the facts of this case are that on March 20th, 2020, the Governor of the Turks and Caicos
Islands (TCI) issued an Emergency Proclamation, utilizing the emergency powers under the
Emergency Powers Act. The Regulations proclaimed under the Emergency Powers Act, particularly
the Emergency Powers (COVID-19) (Court Proceedings) Regulations 2020, provided that:
The courtroom shall include any place, whether in or outside of the Islands, the Judge or
Magistrate elects to sit to conduct the business of the court: Provided always that the video
and audio link facility at the said location must be accessible remotely to the court recorder,
interpreter in the appropriate cases, parties, counsel and witnesses.
The defendants challenged the legality of the regulations, particularly on the basis that they
created a courtroom that existed outside of the locus of TCI and therefore was in violation of the
Constitution. In construing the Regulations, the Court paid attention to the legal, social and
historical context while also contextualizing the immediate circumstances of the pandemic. The
Court recognized that these were temporary measures in order to promote other human rights,
including the right to a trial within a reasonable time.
In addition, the Court paid attention to the need for the judge to connect to the Courts in TCIwhich remained the jurisdiction of the Court. Adopting a purposive approach and taking into
account the Constitution, other legislation governing the Supreme Court’s function and principles
of international law and comity, the court was satisfied that the jurisdiction was exercised solely
in TCI. Significantly the Court noted that:

1
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[A]ny ambiguity can be resolved on a purposive reading of the Regulations. This purpose
can be summarised as ensuring that the administration of justice, including trials,
continues during the COVID-19 pandemic in a way that does not endanger public health
by reducing the need for people physically to attend the courtroom through the use of
video and audio links. The purpose was not to permit the Supreme Court to sit outside
the TCI. As such, the purpose of Regulation 4(6), properly construed, supports the
conclusion that it merely deems the judge to be sitting wherever the court is assembled,
notwithstanding his or her actual location.
This judgment demonstrates the capacity of Courts to innovate to meet the moment of the
pandemic and may have long-lasting implications for the justice system.

Clairmont v Ministry of Health Claim No. CV202003855
The claimant, a citizen of Trinidad and Tobago, was prevented from returning to her home in
Trinidad for six months due to the State’s adoption of Regulation 10 of the Public Health
Regulations 2020, which was created under the authority of the Public Health Ordinance (PHO)
1940. Regulation 10 was created in response to the COVID-19 pandemic and restricted entry to
all sea and air ports by any person, including nationals unless permission was granted by the
Minister responsible for National Security. Though she was ultimately granted entry pursuant to
the exemptions under the Regulations, the claimant challenged the lawfulness of Regulation 10
on two primary grounds:



Regulation 10 was ultra vires, as it fell outside the scope of the PHO and was in conflict
with the Immigration Act.
Regulation 10 violated the fundamental rights to liberty, protection of the law, freedom
of movement, and freedom from arbitrary detention, imprisonment or exile guaranteed
under sections 4 and 5 of the constitution.

Whether Regulation 10 was ultra vires?
On the issue of whether Regulation 10 was ultra vires, the court rejected the claimant’s
submissions that on a plain reading of the legislative text, the PHO did not expressly permit the
closure of borders to citizens as a measure to control the outbreak of disease. Rather, the court
opted for a purposive approach as advocated by the defendants and ruled that the PHO implied
a power to close borders for the purpose of regulating the spread of infectious diseases. The court
also rejected the claimant’s argument that Regulation 10, delegated legislation, negated the rights
of citizens to enter the country guaranteed under the Immigration Act, primary legislation. The
court accepted that the rights of entry protected by the Immigration Act are not absolute. It was
agreed that the measures adopted by the State under Regulation 10 constituted a necessary
2
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limitation on those rights, as the State had demonstrated a need to prevent the spread of COVID19 within the jurisdiction and to effectively manage quarantine facilities and reduce the burden
on the health care system.
Thus, Regulation 10 was found to be intra vires.
Whether Regulation 10 violated constitutional rights?
The court noted that there was precedent established in Dominic Suraj et al. v The Attorney
General of Trinidad and Tobago Claim No. CV2020-01370 which confirmed that the Public Health
Ordinance, as a pre-constitutional law, is a saved law under section 6 of the Constitution and is
protected from constitutional challenge on the basis of any inconsistency with fundamental
rights. The court rejected the claimant’s assertion that only the parent law, the PHO, was saved
and not the Regulations made pursuant to it. The court preferred a restrictive approach to the
issue and cited with approval, dicta in Sharon Roop v The Attorney General CV201703276, which
suggested that to only save a parent law and not delegated legislation made under it would be
“absurd”.
Noting that the decision in Suraj was in the process of being appealed, the court went on to
consider the proportionality of the limitations on the rights imposed by Regulation 10, in the event
that the savings law clause did not apply. The court, citing Surrat v AG1 and Roodal v The State2,
established that the fundamental rights contained in ss. 4 and 5 of the Trinidad and Tobago
Constitution are subject to implied limitations in the public interest. The court then considered
whether the test of proportionality was fulfilled by considering whether the limitations on
fundamental rights imposed by the Regulation were rationally connected to the legislative aims,
whether they were the least intrusive means of achieving the aims, and whether they represented
a fair balance between the harm caused to the individual and the public interest.
The court observed that the perception in the international community of the policy adopted by
the Government of Trinidad and Tobago was overwhelmingly positive. It highlighted the
comments made by Dr. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus at the World Health Organisation Press
Conference of February 18th, 2021, where he stated, “I would also like to recognise that Trinidad
and Tobago, your country, has done very well in this pandemic and this is because of your
leadership.” The court noted that deference must be afforded to the Executive, as it is responsible
for making policy decisions that balance risks to life and the economy with individual rights.

1
2

[2008] 1 AC 655
[2005] 1 AC 328
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However, it placed the burden on the claimant to provide evidence to show that the limitations
imposed by the State were disproportionate. Notably, this contradicts the approach usually taken
by Commonwealth Caribbean courts when applying the test of proportionality.3
Nevertheless, a key consideration relied on by the court was the fact that the Regulation did not
impose a blanket restriction on the entry of citizens. It allowed for the Government to provide
exemptions and thereby permitted entry in a managed way. Thus, the court was satisfied that an
appropriate balance of individual and public interests was achieved.
The court concluded that:
-

The public health and protection of life objective of the measure is sufficiently
important;
The measure was rational;
It was the least intrusive measure available; and
“The extent to which the measure contributes to the objective significantly outweighs
any infringement upon fundamental rights.”

The applicant’s claim was therefore dismissed.
In this case, the Court accepted broadly, the legality of border closures and the underlying
enabling framework. The decision however placed the burden of proof on the claimant in
circumstances where the legal test set out in Caribbean case law demonstrates that the State is
better placed to provide evidence justifying approach, assuming then that the State is not acting
arbitrarily and there is an underlying base of data.

Dominic Suraj et al. v The Attorney General of
Trinidad and Tobago Claim No. CV2020-01370
The case involves several applicants in Trinidad and Tobago who claimed to have been adversely
affected by the COVID-19 regulations. It is two claims being considered together, both involving
the validity of the Public Health [2019 Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV)] Regulations, 2020
(Regulations). To the extent that the judgment and the appeal below represent the most thorough
judicial dicta, the judgment is discussed and provided for in some detail.

3

The landmark decision in De Freitas v Permanent Secretary (1998) 53 WIR 131 established that after the claimant
establishes a prima facie breach, the burden shifts to the defendant to show that the limitations on the rights are
rational and proportional. In Paponette v AG [2010] UKPC 32, the court noted that the rationale for this approach is
that the State would have better access to the relevant information necessary to justify its policies.
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In claim number CV2020-01370 (the Dominic Suraj claim or the Suraj claim), the five claimants
were arrested and charged on April 9th, 2020 for breaching regulation 3 (1) (b) of the Regulations
(No.9). The Claimants argue that the charges were unlawfully laid because the Regulations were
unlawful and /or unconstitutional and hence null and void and of no legal effect.
Five claimants were arrested and charged with breaching the Regulations, which prohibited more
than five persons from gathering if not associated with an essential service, placed on a $20,000
bail and curfew restrictions, suffered humiliation as they were publicized as ‘COVID-19 party
goers’.
Suraj and two others were gathered at the Guest House for the purposes of providing food to a
group of Venezuelans who had reached out to him for assistance. Two other claimants were
present at the Guest House for other purposes. All five were arrested on April 9th, 2020. The
evidence is given that no warning was given to disperse and go home.
In claim number CV2020-02223 (the Satyanand Maharaj or Maharaj claim), the claimant is a
Hindu Pundit. He claims that the imposition of Regulations 2 (2) and 2 (3) of the Regulations
(No.23) has affected his ability to host his religious services and functions and practice his religion
in the manner he usually does, and therefore they breach his fundamental rights under subsections 4 (a), (b) and (h) of The Constitution of Trinidad and Tobago, Chap. 1:01.
Satyanand Maharaj argued that his right to liberty, protection of the law and freedom of
conscience and religious belief and observance as provided under sub-sections 4(a), (b), and (h)
of the Constitution were breached by the imposition of the Regulations No. 23 and the Guidelines
for Places of Worship. He contended that these regulations and Guidelines are offensive to the
principle of legal certainty, the rule of law and the separation of powers. The Guidelines are not
part of the Regulations and are not contained in a Schedule; they were made by public officers
and have not been subject to Parliamentary scrutiny, review, debate, and approval.
The Court determined that the primary issues were:
1. Whether the Regulations under which the claimants were charged, breach the following
fundamental rights provisions of the Constitution:
Section 4 sub-sections:
 the right of the individual to life, liberty, security of the person and enjoyment of
property and the right not to be deprived thereof except by due process of law;
 the right of the individual to equality before the law and the protection of the law;
 the right of the individual to respect for his private and family life;
 freedom of movement;
5
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 (freedom of conscience and religious belief and observance; freedom of association
and assembly; and
5(1) except as provided by section 54 no law may abrogate, abridge or infringe or
authorise the abrogation, abridgement or infringement of any of these rights.
2. Whether the matters addressed in the Regulations were required to be made or approved
by Parliament and in what manner.
3. Following from 1 and 2, and considering any relevant issues of if they are reasonably
justifiable or proportionate, whether the Regulations are unconstitutional, void and of no
effect.
4. Whether Regulations 2(2) and 2(3) of the Public Health [2019 Novel Coronavirus 2019nCov] (No.23) Regulations of 2020 are unconstitutional, illegal, null and void and of no
legal effect.
5. Whether Regulations 2(2) and 2(3) of the Public Health [2019 Novel Coronavirus 2019nCov] (No.23) Regulations of 2020 have breached the claimant’s constitutional rights
under section 4 (a), (b) and (h) of the Constitution.
The Court held that the relevant Public Health [2019 Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV)] (No. 23)
Regulations, 2020 are unlawful to the extent only that they make a breach of the Guidelines for
Places of Worship, made by the Ministry of Health, a criminal offence. It was concluded that the
Regulations under consideration had been a proportionate response to the management of the
pandemic. (This finding was overturned in the judgment on Appeal, and as such, the regulations
have been upheld in their entirety)
The Regulations
The Regulations targeted several aspects of movement, operation of business and daily life for
citizens of Trinidad and Tobago. In the Suraj claim, the claimants contended that regulations 2, 3,
4, 5, and 6 as they appeared in Regulations No. 17 and successive Regulations, were in violation
of their fundamental rights and freedoms, whereas in the Maharaj claim the claimant contended
that regulations 2(2) and (3) as they appeared in Regulations No. 23 infringed or had the potential
to infringe his constitutional rights.
Regulation 3(7) of the Regulations specifically provides that places of worship that complied with
the Guidelines for Places of Worship (Guidelines) issued by the Ministry of Health were not in
contravention of the Regulations. The claimant contended that this provision violates the
principles of legal certainty, the rule of law and the separation of powers. These Guidelines are
not part of the Regulations and are not contained in a Schedule. The Guidelines are made by public
officers and are subject to change. They have not been subject to any form of parliamentary
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scrutiny, review, debate or approval.4 The Court accepted this line of reasoning in relation to the
Guidelines only.
Conclusions on Constitutionality of the Regulations
While the legislation impacted on the rights, the court found that The PHO is saved law and could
not, therefore, be struck down. The Minister made the regulations under a saved pieced of law,
namely section 105 of the PHO, said provision empowers the Minister to make such Regulations.
Without the Ordinance, they could not have been made. The court found that it cannot, in effect,
disable the power under section 105. Thus, even though the Regulations impact on rights and
freedoms, they are constitutional once they fall within the remit of the enabling power (Johnson
and Balwant v The Attorney General [2009] UKPC 53).
The Court rejected arguments calling for the adoption of the approach of the CCJ and other courts
to give savings law clauses- a particularly restrictive interpretation (See R v Jabari Sensimania
Nervais5). The Court obiter found that the measures, beyond the question of an existing law, were
consistent with what was scientifically justified and hence reasonably required:
97. It seems to me that the measures in the Regulations are precisely the kinds of measures
that have been found to be and considered as necessary to prevent and check the spread
of the virus as contemplated by the Regulations. These decisions have been taken based
on the expertise available to the Minister and guided by WHO advice. There is nothing
that contradicts this. Thus, in my view, the Regulations can be seen to be within the scope
of what section 105 provides regulations can be made for by the Minister of Health.
98. It also seems to me that Public Health Regulations to prevent the spread of infectious and
dangerous disease fall within a narrow compass of exceptional laws which permit a
Minister leeway to restrict certain of the rights and freedoms under the Constitution. It
is often necessary in these matters to act quickly and efficiently to ensure that the spread
of the disease is contained as much as possible. It is to be noted that these measures
took place after there was a Proclamation by the President on 21 January 2020 that the
virus was a ‘dangerous infectious disease’.
The Court did find, obiter, that the enforcement of the regulations raises particularly thorny issues
which are addressed in the Main Report). The Court found:
…. some confusion among police officers, overreach, and even abuse, in terms of how
the Regulations are being enforced. But those matters go to the manner of the
enforcement of the Regulations for which the individuals affected have their rights in law
to challenge the police conduct. They have all options to defend themselves on criminal
charges and to bring appropriate civil claims for relief. Breaches of the types complained

4Ibid
5

Paras. 16-17
[2018] CCJ 19 (AJ)
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of go to how the Regulations are enforced, not whether the Regulations are
impermissible. Nothing prevents them from challenging the conduct of the police.
The Court did not find a breach of freedom of religion under the Regulations:
there was no fundamental threats in these measures which curtail his constitutional right
to practice his religion or challenges his right to religious belief or conscience. There are
restrictions on gathering of persons, but there is nothing that strikes at the core of his
freedom to practice his religion. He has to do it in the physical company of fewer persons.
All religious groupings have been affected when the gathering provisions are considered.
The practice of religion has at times to be adapted to societal needs. Again these are all
within the ambit or scope of what the enabling provisions of the Ordinance allow, in
particular section 105.
The judge applied proportionality principles, stating the following 5 points under such:
1. there has been need for a response to a pandemic and to deploy measures in quick time.
Necessarily many factors have had to be considered particularly economic, social and
political ones and in any analysis a significant measure of deference has to be accorded
to the executive and legislature by the courts in respect of the response in such cases.
2. the uncontradicted evidence of Dr. Parasram is that controlling gathering and enforcing
social distancing are critical components to check the spread of the disease. When the
Regulations are looked at as a whole, it is clear that they are targeted at precisely the
control of gatherings and to try to enforce aspects of social distancing. Necessarily, the
control of movement and gatherings have impacted on economic activity by some such
as taxi drivers, service and leisure providers. These aspects of life are pervasive so it is
not surprising that they have impacted on all citizens, admittedly more on some, than
others.
3. Third, in considering the matter of proportionality of the Regulations the court takes
judicial notice that many of these measures are similar to measures being taken in other
democratic States such as some parts of the United States, European countries,
Commonwealth and Caribbean StatesThe Regulations have been amended on several
occasions. There has clearly been constant monitoring of the status of the virus in this
jurisdiction and adjustments have been made accordingly…This suggests to the court that
ongoing analysis has been taking place to ramp up controls for the prevention or checking
of infections and the de-escalation of controls at different times….
4. There has been an attempt to balance the needs for economic and business activity with
the need to ensure there are safety measures in place. As the cases indicate those are
matters best left to the executive and legislature to navigate. In appropriate and
exceptional cases, the courts are here to intervene if there is need to do so.
5. Fifth, the persons charged have a full opportunity to advance their cases before the courts
and no hindrance has been placed by these Regulations on the courts for persons to
access their rights.
8
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Maharaj v the Attorney General of Trinidad and
Tobago Civil Appeal No. S-248 of 2020
In this appeal, the Court was seeking to assess the constitutionality of the regulations in the
Maharaj cases as above. The central issue was whether the Regulations, in their many
incarnations, are unconstitutional. The resolution of this main issue depends on more narrowly
framed issues, beginning with the application of the saving law clause and whether, on a proper
interpretation, the saving law clause is only a transitional provision.
Additionally, the issue arose as to whether the Regulations, though intra vires the Public Health
Ordinance as the enabling statute, were unconstitutional in that they contravened fundamental
rights guaranteed under section 4 of the Constitution. Finally, the Court was required to address
whether the Regulations ought to have been approved by Parliament, in the way in which the
State of Emergency Regulations are usually approved? A subsidiary issue arose concerning
whether the proportionality test needed to be applied to determine if a law was in breach of the
fundamental provisions of the Constitution. This involved consideration of the decision of the
Court of Appeal in Barry Francis v the State (2014) 86 WIR 418 and whether they violated the deep
structure of the Constitution.
The court determined that the savings law clause, or existing law clause provision remained
operative, to the extent that Matthew v State of Trinidad and Tobago [2005] 1 AC 433, a Privy
Council Judgment remained binding on the Court. The Court held that the law will remain as such
until the Judicial Committee Privy Council determined whether to adopt the approach of the
Caribbean Court of Justice in Jabari Sensimania Nervais v R [2018] CCJ 19 (AJ) where the Savings
Law Clause was read narrowly and subject to the modification clause. The Court was thus satisfied
that the PHO was saved law and could not be impugned on the basis of violation of fundamental
human rights.
Beyond the existing law clause argument, the Court assessed whether the legislation violated
other parts of the Constitution, such as constitutional core values or ‘basis deep structure’ as
referred to by CCJ Justice Jamadar in Belize International Services Limited v the Attorney General
of Belize.
The Court characterized the arguments of counsel under the deep structure thesis in effect as a
chimaera, where the arguments were truly aimed at an alternative route of arguing violations of
the fundamental rights. Significantly, the Court rejected the idea of the constitution being
inconsistent with itself. The Court noted:
If the Constitution itself makes express provision for the validation of any provision, there
is no “overriding supra-constitutional principle” that can be brought to bear to invalidate
it. The express provisions of a constitution must be assumed to be the way in which
9
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Parliament gives practical expression to its underlying structure and principles. To suggest
otherwise would be to imply that a provision expressly deemed valid by the Constitution
could be unconstitutional, a patent absurdity.
In effect the Court rejected the approach of the Caribbean Court of Justice in Severin6 concerning
the approach to the interpretation of the existing law clause. Concerning the separation of
powers, the Court found the following:


there is no rigid conception of separation of powers, with the edges between the
executive and the legislature being hazy within the Commonwealth Caribbean.



The Court recognized the Public Health Ordinance and the Regulations made under s. 105
of the PHO were instances of the voluntary sharing of legislative power. The Court noted
thus that the sole test was no longer validity with the enabling statute but instead every
enactment must be consistent with the Constitution.

The Court thus took into account the purpose of the regulations whereby it invests power in the
Minister of Health, to make quick and far-reaching regulations. They are designed to provide
speedy and effective protection to the population, to compel compliance where the stakes are
high and when the survival of the organism of society is threatened by the public health dangers.’
The Court attached weight to the intermittent parliamentary opportunity for engagement with
the legislation where it highlighted that:
The PHO is not a statute which has reclined dormant for decades and which simply hides
behind the saving law provision. This a statute to which Parliament has been alive and
which nonetheless has withstood the test of time. In the context of an enabling statute,
which itself confers extensive powers for the preservation of the public survival, it seems
that the Court should be slow to strike down subordinate legislation, as long as it has not
strayed from the shelter of the parent statute.
The Court distinguished between two legal regimes: the emergency powers under the
Constitution as fit for circumstances that were particularly graver and wider than those
contemplated by the PHO and those possible under the PHO. The Court thus found that while it
may have been permissible for the President to have adopted an alternate route for achieving the
same objective, it is very much an executive decision whether the circumstances were sufficiently
grave to justify the declaration of a State of Emergency and this decision should not be ‘secondguessed’ by the judiciary. Such deference was consistent with the boundaries of separation
between the judicial and executive branches.

6

[2018] CCJ 20 (AJ)
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On the issue of legal certainty, the Court found that laws only need to be sufficiently clear to
enable potential offenders to foresee, if need be, with appropriate legal advice, the consequences
which a given action will entail. [See R (on the application of Purdy) v DPP [2009] UKHL 45 See too
Sabapathee v The State [1994] 4 LRC 403.] As such vagueness within the legislation is subject to
the question of whether with appropriate legal advice, the consequences of action can be
foreseen.

Douglas v the Minister of National Security et al
[2020] JMSC Civ.267
This judgment provides helpful guidance concerning emergency powers regulations and the
appropriate framework for assessing restrictions under the emergency powers available to the
Executive. The genesis of this case is in the detention of several individuals under states of public
emergency which began prior to the onset of the pandemic but continued throughout the
pendency of it. They were not detained on account of anything related to the pandemic, for
clarity. All 4 claimants had been detained in excess of 177 days, with the maximum length of
detention being 431 days, without any charge. In this case pursuant to s.20(2) of the Jamaica
Constitution, a period of public emergency had been declared in some parishes within Jamaica,
with the Executive purporting to exercise powers pursuant to s.20(5)) of the Constitution and s.3
of the Emergency Powers Act.
The Court laid out the appropriate approach to determining the constitutionality of measures
adopted under a public emergency. Significantly, the Executive must provide evidence to satisfy
a Court that there is a valid state of public emergency; the Proclamation should spell out any
situation or information that could provide the background to the public emergency. The burden
of proof lies on the State to justify the declaration of a public emergency. The Court found that
the State has a duty to satisfy this court that the proclamation, the extensions, and the measures
taken thereunder are reasonably justifiably for dealing with the situation that exists in an
emergency. The Court formed the view that the State should lead evidence as to the ‘stage’ of
the emergency and that the infringements are reasonably justifiable for dealing with the situation
which exists during a state of public emergency.
In applying the principles of Law of the Constitution, a public emergency under the Constitution
should satisfy the following characteristics:
(1) it must be actual or imminent.
(2) its effects must involve the whole nation.
(3) the continuance of the organised life of the community must be threatened.
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(4) The crisis or danger must be exceptional, in that the normal measures or restrictions,
permitted by the Convention for the maintenance of public safety, health and order, are
plainly inadequate.
The Court further found that the enabling legislation – the Emergency Powers Act or other
formulation- must be consistent with the Constitution, and the legality/validity of regulations
made pursuant thereto will depend on the legality of the EPA itself. Even, if the legislation is valid,
the Emergency Powers Regulation must be consistent with the relevant constitutional test- the
reasonably justifiable test. That is to say, regulations will not avoid scrutiny solely on the basis
that they are intra vires their enabling legislation. The Court highlighted the importance of keen
attention to consequential amendments as necessary to ensure that regulatory powers are
exercised consistent with operative legal frameworks. In this case, the Emergency Powers Act, in
its current form, did not apply to the current constitution since it:
(a) makes references to section 26 of the Constitution which was repealed;
(b) it does not qualify as a law for the purposes of section 13 (9);
(c) the EPA is in conflict with the Constitution (d) there is no saving laws or modification
clause to assist the court.
The Court found that Regulation 30 and 33 (which provided for detention orders by the Minister)
violated the basic structure of the Constitution regarding separation of powers, the rule of law
and the protection of fundamental rights. Further, the detention orders passed pursuant to it
were unlawful in breach of the separation of powers, and any detention should be reasonably
justifiable. Moreover, the Court found that there was no justification presented by the Defendant
to facilitate a proportionality assessment of any legitimate objective behind the Claimant’s
detention. Significantly the Court noted in its power under s.20(5) of the Constitution- that it is
bound to enquire into and determine the existence of an emergency by virtue of section 20 (5) of
the Constitution. In so doing, the court is not bound by the doctrine of ‘deference’ to the executive
branch or ‘marginal appreciation’ to the executive.
This provides helpful guidance to the approach to be adopted in assessing public emergencies
in the region. This approach and level of scrutiny has not been adopted generally in the
COVID-19 regulations as above.
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Gobin v Attorney General et al 2020 HC-DEM-CIVFCA-27
In this oral and unreported judgment, High Court Judge Brassington Reynolds ruled against a
habeas corpus application for release from institutional quarantine on the grounds that the Public
Health Ministry is in adherence to established guidelines by the World Health Organisation in
wake of the rapid spread of the Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19).7
Gobin – an overseas-based Guyanese student - was taken into institutional quarantine upon his
arrival in Guyana from Barbados. He sought an order of Habeas Corpus ad Subjiciendum on the
grounds that he was unlawfully held by the State. In the proceedings brought against the Attorney
General, the Chief Medical Officer, and the Chief of Staff of the Guyana Defence Force, he
contended that the State breached his fundamental right to free movement and liberty, and
subjected him to inhumane conditions. The court found that the terms and conditions under
which the applicant was quarantined fell well within the general guidelines provided by the World
Health Organization and further that the legal basis, namely the Constitution of Guyana and the
provisions of the Public Health Ordinance, were sound.
The Court embarked, though under-developed, on the constitutional imperative of compliance
with positive obligations; that is to say that the State has a positive obligation to ensure that
It is worthy to note that no matter how careful and diligent the applicant undertakes to
conduct himself, nor how extensive the measures he may propose to guarantee same, as
outlined in his supplementary affidavit, if granted, the relief which he seeks, would serve
not only expose his own family to unnecessary risk, and possibly death, but to expose
hundreds and quite possibly hundreds of others. The logistics and other responsibilities
for enforcing the arrangements he proposes remains that of the State’s constitutionally
and statutorily and could not be delegated or outsourced for any reason whatsoever.
The Court thus found that the measures introduced by the Government of Guyana are not
arbitrary, and they accord reasonably with international guidelines to prevent, detect, contain
and eliminate the spread of the deadly virus COVID-19.
In resolving the collision of the legitimate, meaning the constitutional rights contended by the
applicant and those of the wider Guyanese community inclusive of his own family) the Court had

7

No written judgment appears to be publicly available, and the judgment is thus discerned from both newspaper
reports and an article entitled Covid-19 and the Judiciary the Guyana Experience by The Hon Mme Yonette CummingsEdwards OR, CCH in Anderson (ed), LEGAL DIMENSIONS ARISING FROM THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC, 2020
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recourse to the proportionality test, a legal method used by courts, typically constitutional courts,
to decide such cases, where legitimate rights collide. It is common in such cases that a resolution
necessarily leads to one right prevailing at the expense of another. In order to decide such cases
correctly, the court must balance (or weigh) the respective rights against the damage likely to
accrue from a judgment resulting in their denial.
In sum, The High Court ruled that rights are not absolute and can be circumscribed by the State’s
responsibility to take measures that are reasonably justifiable for dealing with the pandemic.

Shirlanne Sacha Singh v Minister of National
Security Claim No. CV2020-02707
The claimant’s request for a travel exemption to enter Trinidad and Tobago, pursuant to the Public
Health Regulations 2020, was rejected. The court determined that the application for judicial
review did not represent a challenge to the lawfulness of the Regulations themselves, but was a
complaint against the process adopted by the State when implementing the Regulations in an
individual case.
The Court considered that principle that decisions involving national security and political
judgement, because of their sensitive subject matter, are generally not amenable to judicial
review. The court noted obiter, that the State’s power to make decisions for public safety during
the COVID-19 pandemic likely fell into this category of non-justiciable matters. However, the
Court ruled that even where the power to make a decision is, in itself, not subject to judicial
review, the court can still engage in judicial review of the way that that power is being exercised.
The Court therefore considered whether the Minister’s rejection of the claimant’s application was
unlawful by virtue of unreasonable delay, abuse of power and bias and failure to take relevant
considerations into account.
The Court determined that the authorities’ responses to the claimant’s applications were
provided in a timely manner. Further, the Court noted that there was no evidence that the delay
was abnormal in the applicant’s case as compared to other cases. Additionally, there was no
evidence provided to substantiate the claims of abuse of power and bias. Though, the State
provided a list of considerations typically taken into account when determining whether to grant
exemptions, the applicant failed to provide evidence which suggested that any such
considerations applied to her case. Therefore, the application was dismissed.
However, though the applicant’s claim failed due to lack of evidence, the significance of this
decision lies in the fact that the Court left open the possibility of a claim being brought to
successfully challenge the fairness of the procedures undertaken by the Government when
implementing the Regulations aimed at managing the spread of COVID-19.
14
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II. BAIL AND THE EFFECT OF COVID19
Allen Baptiste Yan Edwards v The Commissioner of
Police the Director of Public Prosecutions [2021]
ECSC J0111-2
Despite being jailed for many years, the Applicants filed a bail application for the first time. The
Applicants were charged with murder in connection with the death of Keri Harrigan on March 16,
2011. Mr. Harrigan was shot four times and later died because of his injuries. The accusation of
murder is very severe. The usage of a weapon in the execution of the offense further adds to the
gravity of the charges. The prosecution's argument was largely circumstantial, with the evidence
having been considered to be less than exceptional by a former judge. The Court's efforts to
ascertain the seriousness of the Crown's argument were hindered by the numerous hearings and
the changing condition of facts, which included contradictions and discrepancies in some pieces
of evidence. There was systematic delay in prosecuting the charge and in reaching the appeal
level. One of the applicants, Mr. Baptiste faced severe prejudice by staying in detention in the
midst of such delay.
Bail is generally granted in accordance with the general right to liberty and the presumption of
innocence. However, the Virgin Islands lacks a Bail Act, so it is not law in the jurisdiction of the
court.
The Privy Council, in Devendranath Hurnam v. The State [2005] UKPC 49, listed the court's
considerations for bail applications as follows: as was contained in section 4 of the Bail Act of
Mauritius:




the nature of the offence and the penalty applicable thereto;
the character and antecedents of the defendant or detainee;
the nature of the evidence available with regard to the offence.

Beyond these factors, the court must be minded to consider the interests of alleged perpetrator
or complainant and the society at large. The individual's interest is, of necessity, to stay free,
unless and before he is guilty of a crime severe enough to warrant his deprivation of liberty. Any
lack of liberty prior to that point, particularly if he is acquitted or never prosecuted, would
invariably prejudice him and, in certain instances, his life and family. However, the society has a
countervailing interest in ensuring that the path of justice is not obstructed by the suspect's or
15
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defendant's flight or perversion of testimony or proof, and therefore he would not use the
foreseeable pause until conviction to conduct additional offenses.
The court stated in Brooks v The Attorney General and The Commissioner of Police, [2007] ECSC
J0115-2, that the exercise of a judge's discretion in admitting an accused person on bail requires
a balance of the accused person's interests and fundamental rights guaranteed by the
Constitution on the one hand, and the interests of others' rights and freedoms and the public
interest on the other. The judge stated that it was appropriate to deny bail in this case to
accomplish one of the purposes for which incarceration prior to trial is allowable.
There are five reasons recognized by the European Court of Human Rights as reasons for denying
bail. Among these grounds are the following:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

the danger that the Defendant will evade parole;
the risk that the Defendant may interfere with the administration of justice;
stopping violence;
maintaining public safety; and
the requirement of incarceration to secure the Defendant.

In R v Huey Gowdie, [2012] JMCA Crim 56, at paragraph 15, the Court of Appeal of Jamaica
identified the factors that a court should weigh before deciding on a bail application, including
the following:





the nature and gravity of the offense;
the defendant's character, antecedents, associations, and community ties;
the defendant's record with regard to the performance of his obligations under
previous bail grants; and
except in the case of a defendant whose case is adjourned for inquiries or a
report, the strength of the evidence of his having committed the offense.

The Court considered a further factor: the preservation of public trust in the administration of
justice. Factors which may turn on this ground include the accused's specific circumstances (age,
criminal record, physical or mental health, and membership in a criminal organisation). The
victim's status and the effect of a crime perpetrated against that individual on community are also
important.
In the case of St Cloud, [2015] 2 S.C.R.R., 328, 321 C.C., (3d) 307, the Court found that a court must
weigh all of the conditions surrounding a lawsuit with no single condition, being determinative,
and no single factor being comprehensive.
In sum, the court may consider a variety of factors, including a) the strength of the Crown's case,
b) the gravity of the offense, c) the possibility of a lengthy sentence upon conviction, d) the
16
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Applicant's ties to the community, including family and employment, e) the Applicant's prior
convictions, and f) the maintenance of conscientiousness.
The court distinguished between the circumstances of the two applicants; Baptiste was a BVI
national who resides in Tortola with a brief criminal record (threatening language and property
damage) and community ties, whereas Edwards, the claimant, is a naturalized resident of the
Virgin Islands Territory accused of conspiracy to commit murder in 2013 and sentenced to a long
jail sentence in 2014. The Court thus permitted Allen Baptiste to be released on his own
recognizance whereas, the bail application of the claimant, Edwards, was denied.
The Court did not explicitly consider COVID-19 as a factor for Bail, and further did not include it
within the developing framework of St Cloud, [2015] 2 S.C.R.R., 328, 321 C.C., (3d) 307- where
Courts in Canada have begun considerations of public trust in the administration of justice,
where imprisonment leads to a heightened risk of COVID-19.

Glenville Nkomo Kenyata Hodge v The
Commissioner of Police [2020] ECSC J0821-1
This is the applicant's third bail application. On the first appeal, the Court refused bail on the
grounds that the applicant posed a risk of absconding and causing himself harm, which risk could
not be mitigated by the imposing of conditions on the grant of bail. On the second appeal, the
Court refused the claimant bail, stating that there had been no material change in the applicant's
circumstances necessitating the Court's revision or reconsideration of the denial of bail.
The claimant had been kept on remand since September 11th, 2019. The preliminary investigation
into the commission of the murder offense began on January 20th, 2020. The preliminary inquiry
concluded on June 11th, 2020, and the presiding magistrate sentenced the applicant to stand trial
for murder on the even day. There has been no complaint about excessive delay in conducting
the preliminary examination or the possibility that the trial will not begin on time. On this
occasion, the applicant relied on a substantial change in circumstances as justifying the release
for bail in light of Anguilla's border closure due to the Emergency Orders issued in light of the
COVID-19 pandemic; and that the applicant no longer poses a risk of harm to himself.
The Law
Bail is a discretionary power granted by the judge. However, the court must consider an
application for bail with the rebuttable presumption in favour of bail. The court may deny bail if
it is satisfied that the defendant, if released on bail, whether conditional or not, would fail to
return to custody; (ii) commit an offense; or (iii) interfere with witnesses. The court can also refuse
bail to an applicant if the court determines that the defendant should be held in custody for some
cause, including (i) his or her own protection; (ii) the community's protection; or (iii) the
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defendant's own welfare, if he or she is a child or young person. When exercising its discretion,
the court shall consider all applicable factors, including the following: (a) the essence and severity
of the offense or default, as well as the most likely means of punishing the defendant; (b) the
defendant's character, antecedents, relationships, and community ties; and (c) the strength of the
facts establishing his or her guilt.
The Court adopted the perspective that to minimize the possibility of an accused person's
constitutional rights being violated, the proper approach should be to entertain successive
applications for bail so that the Court is entitled to review the applicant's previous denial of bail
in order to determine if there are any existing circumstantial evidence. This method will ensure
that each subsequent application is heard on its own merits, eradicating the appearance of
constitutional impropriety.
Therefore, it is in the Court's interest to hear the present application on its merits to ascertain if
there is any new material related to the issue of bail to consider, as well as whether there were
current circumstances at the time of the previous application that were not brought to the Court's
attention but are material to the grant of bail. The condition that an accused demonstrate a
substantive change of circumstances on each bail application should be applied in a manner that
is consistent with the accused's constitutional rights.
Therefore, courts should be able to entertain claims that the passing of time represents a change
of circumstances. This achieves consistency with an accused's civil rights and reduces the
likelihood that his prolonged detention will be viewed as arbitrary. Thus, renewed bail
applications should be allowed at appropriate intervals to ensure compatibility with an accused's
constitutional rights.
The principle enunciated in the case law are that on each successive application for bail the court
must have regard to the previous findings on each application for bail and consider if there is any
new material relevant to the question of bail to be considered; and also, if there were existing
circumstances at the time of the previous applications which were not brought to the court's
attention or were not considered by the court and are relevant to the grant of bail.
The applicant asserted and the Court accepted that the fact that Anguilla's borders are closed and
have remained closed, up to the time of the present application, as a result of Emergency Orders
and border security measures enacted in response to the COVID-19 pandemic constitutes a
material change in circumstances that allows the court to reconsider its previous findings
regarding the risk of a pandemic.
The Court acknowledged that these emergency steps and border closures did not exist when the
previous bail application was considered. Under the circumstances, the Court concluded that this
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constituted fresh evidence necessitating a reconsideration of the Court's previous judgment. The
Court however did not find that these were sufficiently significant to justify a grant of bail.

The Queen v Jason Millette [2021] ECSC J0121-1
The claimant was charged with murder. There was a mistrial and his trial was now to be set down
for hearing in 2022. A prior application for bail was rejected. In the current case, the Court
assessed whether the onslaught of COVID-19 and the prison's extremely cramped surroundings,
as well as the impossibility of a retrial in the near future were factors in favour of the granting of
Bail.
The Court recognized that the granting bail under certain cases allows the Court to strike a careful
balance between the Applicant's right to bail and the security of community. The Court considered
that the case it was confronting was a rather severe offense, which, when coupled with the
possibility of a lengthy penalty, has the power to turn the scales away from the presumption of
innocence and individual liberties and against the security and welfare of democracy and the
administration of justice, as illustrated in Labonne v Director of Public Prosecutions8.
The victim, an innocent bystander in her twenties, died after being shot in the chest and knee.
The usage of a weapon in a violent crime heightens this Court's and society's interest. However,
one must review the Crown's case to determine whether to prosecute this very significant
offence. The Crown made no genuine opposition to the convict being given bail and there was no
fear he would be a flight risk or would perform further offenses while on parole or obstruct
prosecution witnesses. The Court having considered all of the circumstances placed before it,
treated this as a new circumstance which justified the granting of bail.

8

[2005] SCJ 38
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III. SENTENCING AND THE IMPACT OF
COVID-19
COVID-19's impact on sentencing in situations where a custodial sentence is levied is a significant
area of judicial development. The cases demonstrate that the pandemic's negative impact on
prison life is an important factor that a sentencing court should consider when determining
whether to impose a suspended sentence and the duration of any immediate custodial sentence.

The State v Everton Joseph CR No. 090 of 2015
In this case, the Court considered the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the prison system and
the extent to which a court should take into consideration the effect of COVID-19 on prison
conditions and prison life when passing sentence.
The Court considered the legal authorities from the United Kingdom which addressed these. In R
v Manning9 a reference by the UK Attorney General to the Court of Appeal asking it to re-examine
a sentence, the Court of Appeal considered it to be a relevant factor that the reference was being
heard at a time when the impact of the COVID-19 emergency was being fully felt – including in
the UK prison system. The Court stated that the conditions in prisons represent a factor which can
properly be considered in deciding whether to suspend a sentence. In this regard, the Court took
into consideration that the impact of a custodial sentence is likely to be heavier during the COVID19 emergency than it would otherwise be. The Court concluded that, though the length of the
custodial term ought to have been increased having regard to the offending, it was appropriate
that it should remain a suspended sentence in light of the prevailing circumstances of the COVID19 emergency. Likewise, In R v Davey10, the Court accepted that COVID-19 is a relevant mitigating
factor and sentencing should reflect the conditions in prison due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
On the question of suspending the sentence, the Court of Appeal noted that this was the
appellant’s third conviction for an offence of domestic violence. The court found that it was
appropriate for the sentencing judge not to have suspended the inevitable custodial sentence.
The court felt that appropriate punishment could only have been achieved by immediate custody.
In Everton, the Court found that the pandemic is a factor which should be taken into consideration
and which can result in a reduction in the time to be served, but that it cannot result in a

9

[2020] EWCA Crim 592; [2020] 4 W.L.R. 77
[2020] EWCA Crim 1448

10
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transmutation of what would otherwise have been a custodial sentence into a non-custodial
sentence. The Court found that the COVID-19 pandemic warranted a discount of one year. The
Court however found immediate custody was necessary.

Oscar Lee Watler and Stephen Wayne Hurlston v
R [2020] CIGC J0624-1
In this case the Court considered the prison conditions and the impact of COVID-19 on the
sentence of a prisoner who was at elevated risk for COVID-19. The case includes several positive
developments adopted by the Caymanian authorities related to the reduction of the prison
population. Additionally, the Courts considered recent jurisprudence from the United Kingdom
concerning the increased hardship of the deprivation of liberty in the context of COVID-19. The
Court also considered disparities which may arise in light of health differences between convicted
individuals and how the court should treat to those. The applicant, Watler, had a range of health
conditions that had been assessed by medical practitioners which elevated his risk for COVID-19
and were accepted by the Court. An earlier application for release under 24-hour home detention,
because of his susceptibility and vulnerability to COVID-19 had been rejected.
Positive Measures
At HMPS Northward, the jail population was 166, down 51 prisoners. This reduction had been
achieved in collaboration with the Court and other agencies in a number of ways, through the use
of the Director's executive power to release under S.31B of the Prisons Law (2020 Revision), the
Prerogative of Mercy, expedited decisions by the Conditional Release Board, repatriation, and
renewed bail applications. The prison, on the other hand, was also overcrowded. According to a
survey from 2015, the capability is 131. While most cells are only ideal for single occupancy, the
majority of them can handle two inmates. The prison was accessed as unsuitable for current
prison work and that facilities were generally deplorable.
Restrictions on Prison Conditions and Elevated Risks of Prisoners
The Court accepted evidence before it that in any prison, there is an increased risk of viral
infections. The data available from other jurisdictions demonstrated that the ‘R’ number is very
high in prisons. The effective and immediate steps taken by prison authorities to isolate two
prisoners who had tested positive and had resulted in a prison-wide lockdown were cogent factors
for the Court.
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Measures adopted by the Prison authorities
The biggest risk to prisoners is the prison officers, who of course come and go from prison. Where
possible, prison officers are working from home — for example, education is now delivered
remotely. The authorities remarked:
We have been very careful to reduce contact between staff and prisoners; we've
encouraged common sense and the prisoners have engaged with us very well. HMP
Northward continues to screen inmates and staff in co-operation with the Public Health
Department. Family visits take place virtually by FaceTime, WhatsApp and similar
applications. Although a 2-metre rule is impossible for us, we are as careful as we can be.
Separation is important, but Mr Barrett indicated that he had to keep in mind mental
health and security considerations. There are sufficient supplies of facemasks for
everyone to have several. Mr. Barrett added, ‘We have spent a fortune on PPE [Personal
Protective Equipment]. We were quickly given the same status as healthcare.’
The Court assessed the approach to be adopted in light of peculiar circumstances of the claimant:
In Freddy Bodden Cordero v R11, the Court allowed an appeal against sentence, ‘to reflect
the particular circumstances of this defendant and the probability that his term of
incarceration has and will weigh more heavily upon him than his fellow prisoners.’ The
principle is well established. It was helpfully summarised by Hughes, LJ in R v Hall12 in this
way:
“the sentencing court is fully entitled to take account of [a defendant's] medical
condition by way of mitigation as a reason for reducing the length of the sentence,
either on the ground of the greater impact which imprisonment will have on the
defendant, or as a matter of generally expressed mercy in the individual
circumstances of the case: see R v Bernard13 …It will not necessarily do so, and
normally will not do so if, for example, the powers of release under the Prerogative
Powers will provide sufficient response if it is a case of possible future deterioration,
nor will it normally do so if the prisoner represents a danger from which the public
needs to be protected. But in an appropriate case, it may be right to do so.”
The extent of the reduction in any given case must depend upon the extent of the
disability, the practical difficulties which that imposes and a defendant's attitude towards
those disabilities. The Lord Chief Justice of England and Wales has given guidance to the
Courts in that jurisdiction as to how concerns about COVID-19 should be approached. In R
v Christopher Manning (an Attorney General's Reference)14:

SCA 11/2010
[2013] EWCA Crim 82
13 [1997] 1 Cr App R (S) 135
14 [2020] EWCA Crim 592
11
12
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We would mention one other factor of relevance. We are hearing this Reference at
the end of April 2020, when the nation remains in lock-down as a result of the COVID19 emergency. The impact of that emergency on prisons is well-known. We are being
invited in this Reference to order a man to prison nine weeks after he was given a
suspended sentence, when he has complied with his curfew and has engaged
successfully with the Probation Service. The current conditions in prisons represent a
factor which can properly be taken into account in deciding whether to suspend a
sentence. In accordance with established principles, any court will take into account
the likely impact of a custodial sentence upon an offender and, where appropriate,
upon others as well. Judges and magistrates can, therefore, and in our judgment
should, keep in mind that the impact of a custodial sentence is likely to be heavier
during the current emergency than it would otherwise be. Those in custody are, for
example, confined to their cells for much longer periods than would otherwise be the
case — currently, 23 hours a day. They are unable to receive visits. Both they and
their families are likely to be anxious about the risk of the transmission of COVID-19.
Applying ordinary principles, where a court is satisfied that a custodial sentence must
be imposed, the likely impact of that sentence continues to be relevant to the further
decisions as to its necessary length and whether it can be suspended.
In light of the proactive measures taken by the prison to limit the risk of infection for Mr. Watler
including his own cell, and the general low positivity rate in Cayman the Court found that his
conditions and COVID-19 should be considered. This saw a reduction of one year but did not
result in the suspension of the sentence.

The Queen v Corey Mills AG 2020 HC 36
In this case the judge took into consideration the particularly harrowing conditions of the Prison
and the amplified effects of this under the strain of COVID-19 including greater time spent in cells,
the heightened risks of transmission of COVID-19 in prison and suspension of activities such as
visits and rehabilitative tools. In the Queen v Steve Urlings Jnr15 the defendant was found guilty
after a jury trial of murder. In that case Morley J held that a minimum sentence of forty (40) years
was to be reduced to thirty (30) years due to the difficult conditions at the local prison. He went
on the say:
The prison is called 1735 as that is when it was first used for custody. The facilities appear
to date back to the 19th century more in keeping with 1867, 150 years ago rather than
2017. Facilities are rudimentary. The prison is overcrowded. Convicted prisoners were in
small cells and allowed out only during daylight hours. There is potential for the spread
of disease.

15

Case no. ANUHCR2015/0122
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Although defence counsel has not urged that the conditions at the prison to be taken into account,
the Court cannot ignore the situation at ‘1735’ and it will have a small bearing on the final
sentence to be imposed.

IV. PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
INFLUENCED BY COVID-19
Ian Alleyne v Michelle Trotman TT 2020 HC 141
This case arose of out of a challenge to lawfulness of the continued detention of the
applicant which was later dropped. It was listed as an urgent matter automatically deemed fit for
hearing during the period of the court suspension under Practice Direction- consistent with the
court’s supervisory role. One day after the first virtual hearing, the applicant sought permission
to withdraw the application.
Summary of COVID-19 Response in Trinidad
The World Health Organization (WHO) has declared the Novel Coronavirus (COVID 19) outbreak
a global public health emergency. Trinidad and Tobago closed its borders at 12 a.m. on March 22,
2020 to halt the spread of infection. The virus is extremely contagious and easily transmitted from
human to human, with an infection rate of between two and three people per case. The disease
is transmitted by inhaling droplets from an infected person who coughs or exhales them, or by
touching items or surfaces where the droplets fall and then touching one's face, eyes, nose, or
mouth. Individuals who have pre-existing medical conditions such as hypertension, diabetes,
cancer, or respiratory disorders such as asthma are at a greater risk of serious illness. No vaccine
or antiviral drug is available to cure or prevent the disease. Within a few months, the disease had
claimed over 300,000 lives worldwide.
Regulatory Response
The Quarantine Act Chap. 28:01 (“the Act”) defines isolation as:
[T]he removal to a hospital or other suitable place approved by the Health Officer of a
person suffering, or suspected to be suffering, from an infectious disease, and his
detention therein, until, in the opinion of the Health Officer— (a) he is free from infection;
or (b) if not so free, he may be discharged without undue danger to public health.
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The power to make Regulations is stated in section 4 as:
4. (1) The Minister may, subject to affirmative resolution of Parliament, make
Regulations, as respects the whole or any part of Trinidad and Tobago, including the ports
and coastal waters thereof, for preventing—
(a) danger to public health from ships or aircraft or persons or things therein, arriving
at any place; and
(b) the spread of infection by means of any ship or aircraft about to leave any place,
or by means of any person or thing about to leave any place in any ship or aircraft.
Section 6 gives the health officer the power to make an order in an emergency. It states:
6. (1) When in the opinion of the Quarantine Authority an emergency exists, the
Quarantine Authority may by Order direct special measures to be taken during the
continuance of that emergency for any of the purposes specified in sections 4 and 5, and
any such Order shall have effect notwithstanding anything to the contrary in any
regulations or rules in force by virtue of those sections”.
Regulation 14 of the Quarantine (Maritime) Regulations sets out the measures to be taken with
other infectious diseases. Section 2 (c) states:
surveillance of the crew and passengers, who have been exposed to infection, for
fourteen days or the period of incubation of the disease (whichever is the shorter period)
from the last day of possible exposure to infection.
Regulation 38 of the Quarantine (Maritime) Regulations, permits the health officer to order
isolation or observation or surveillance. It states:
38. (1) Without prejudice to any other powers conferred by these Regulations, any
person, within fourteen days after his arrival in Trinidad and Tobago, who, in the opinion
of the Health Officer—
(a) is suffering from or suspected to be suffering from a specified infectious
disease, shall be placed in isolation;
(b) is suffering from an infectious disease, other than a specified infectious disease,
shall be liable to be placed in isolation at the discretion of the Health Officer;
(c) has been exposed to the risk of infection by any specified infectious disease,
may, at the discretion of the Health Officer, be placed under observation or
surveillance during the remainder of the period of incubation; or
d) has been exposed to risk of infection by any infectious disease other than a
specified infectious disease, may, at the discretion of the Health Officer, be
placed under surveillance as provided in regulation 14.
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Regulation 15 of the Quarantine (Air) Regulations states:
These Regulations shall have effect as though Part VIII of the Quarantine (Maritime)
Regulations, and any Regulations amending or replacing the same, were incorporated in
these Regulations.
Pursuant to these regulations above, when the claimant tested positive for COVID-19, he was
required to be isolated at Caura Hospital, a facility in keeping with the WHO standards, the Center
for Disease Control and Prevention and the Pan American Health Organization. In the case of
patients who test positive for COVID-19 and shows no symptoms (which was the case with the
Applicant), the test is repeated within fourteen days, twice twenty-four hours apart to determine
whether the virus is still present. For a patient to be discharged, he or she must present with two
negative results within that twenty-four-hour period.
An erroneous negative result was communicated to the claimant. The significance of this was that
two negative results would have had the effect of satisfying the conditions for his release, thereby
rendering further detention unlawful. The claimant was later informed of the error, and his legal
counsel likewise informed. Despite this information counsel proceeded to file the claim
challenging the detention on the basis that he had not received a hard copy of the results. The
Court found multiple opportunities for the claimants to withdraw and or bring to the Court’s
attention the changed state of proceedings. In the premises, the Court ordered the applicants to
pay the Respondent costs.

Karen Ramsaroop v Michelle Trotman CV202001104
In this case, the court was concerned with determination of issue of costs for habeas corpus
proceedings which were withdrawn. The applications were filed as urgent matters automatically
deemed fit for hearing during the period of the court suspension under Practice Direction of the
Honourable Chief Justice of the 6th April 2020. The applicants, a mother and daughter were
detained close to the beginning of the pandemic and challenged their continued detention on the
basis that the COVID-19 regulations in force did not give the authorities the power to detain them.
The essence of the lack of regulatory power was that the quarantine regulations were made
pursuant to a power related solely to persons who had travelled and the applicants in the case
had not travelled within the last five years and hence fell outside of the scope of the Regulations.
The Regulations were shortly thereafter modified, and the claim thus became academic. After the
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regulations were superseded by Regulation Number 75 of 202016, the applicants were informed
of the new basis of their detention.
On the issue of costs, the Court found that the conduct of the respondent was such that cost
should be awarded to the applicant even in light of their withdrawal. The State’s failure to respond
to a pre-action protocol letter which could have resolved the substantive issue was a relevant
consideration. The Court did not have the benefit of full arguments, but the Court noted the
possibility of an inference being drawn that in effect spoke to the lack of a legal foundation for
the detention.17 In the circumstances, the failure of the respondents to comply with procedural
requirements led to the maintenance of the claim. The Court declined to award costs on an
indemnity basis, in light of its assessment that the many interlocking components of government
and gaps in communication between them, was the likely cause of the non-response. The Court
thus did not find the failure to disclose the impending regulations to the applicants to be so
egregious as to merit an award of costs on an indemnity basis.

Monica Viola Joseph-Cyril representative of the
Estate of Magnus Ignatius De Roche v Lorenzo
Rudolph Francis [2020] ECSC J0401-2
Relevant for the purposes of this publication, is the practice of courts in providing orders to
include flexibilities to accommodate changes occasioned by COVID-19. In this case, for which the
material facts are not relevant, the Court’s Order included the following:
(3) The first and second defendants are at liberty to file an application to extend the time
for complying with this Order for the Court's consideration before the expiration of the
six-month period, if necessary, given the current state of affairs in Saint Lucia due to the
state of emergency imposed by the Governor General and any other measures
implemented as a result of the COVID-19 virus.
Likewise, in Reynold Actie Also known as Nathaniel Actie v Edicia Joseph [2020] ECSC J0401-3,
a similar order was included.

Public
Health
[2019
Novel
Coronavirus
(2019-nCoV)]
(No.
10)
Regulations,
2020
(Legal Notice of 75 of 2020)
17 At para 23 the Court noted: “In so doing, the court observes that one such inference is that the Regulations under
which the applicants were originally detained were in the view of the Respondent insufficient to justify the continued
detention of the applicants and so the applicants were re-detained as it were under new appropriate regulations. It
must be underscored that this is not the only inference which may be drawn having regard to other facts and
circumstances on the issue at the national level which may have required the new Regulation and which are unknown
to this court. The court therefore makes no finding in that regard.
“
16
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R v D'Mani Williams [2021] ECSC J0125-1
In The Queen v D'Mani Williams, in approaching sentencing, the Court dispensed with the
requirement for the probation report as a mechanism to allow for the more efficient resolution
of the trial. The Court noted that:
Section 60 of the Child Justice Act of Antigua provides for the Court to request a presentence report to be prepared by a Probation Officer to assist in the sentencing process
and to make recommendations where appropriate. However, where the preparation of
said report would cause undue delay in the resolution of the case the Court may dispense
with the report. With the onslaught of COVID-19 and the Probation Department facing
staffing difficulties the report would have delayed the resolution of this matter

The State v Rajesh Ramgobin- for Corruption CR
130/2015
This case centred around the power of the Court to conduct trials by electronic means. In this
case, the State requested an in-person hearing in the midst of COVID-19, arguing, in effect, that
due to the absence of primary legislation, the Court lacked jurisdiction to order and thereby
receive evidence via audio and video link. The context of the trial was that save for urgent
applications involving domestic violence, courts were mandated to conduct proceedings by
electronic means only. If the proceedings could not be conducted electronically, the matter would
have to be adjourned.
With improvements in the COVID-19 epidemiological picture in Trinidad and Tobago, courts were
empowered to give directions for the taking of evidence by any specific means and from a specific
location, including the Judiciary’s Virtual Access Customer Centre (VACC) or any court building
pursuant to Practice Direction No. 8.
Practice Direction No. 9 permitted for the taking of viva voce evidence in exceptional
circumstances only where it states:
Viva voce evidence may only be taken in person at a court building in exceptional
circumstances where in balancing the interests of justice and the health and safety of all
concerned, the court deemed it absolutely necessary to require the physical, in keeping
with COVID-19 restrictions, presence of the witness. In particular, the following factors
shall be taken into account in determining exceptional circumstances:
a) Where hard copy documents or physical exhibits must be tendered in evidence by a
witness and there is no agreement between the parties as to the tendering of same
electronically;
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b) Where identification is a material issue in dispute and the particular witness is
expected to be given leave to do an in-court dock identification; or
c) Where the witness has no available means to appear electronically and is unable to
be accommodated at one of the Judiciary’s Virtual Access Customer Centres.”
The gravamen of the challenge to the holding of proceedings by electronic means was the absence
of a statutory bedrock, to the extent that legislation which specifically treated to taking of
evidence by live-link was not yet passed in the Parliament of Trinidad and Tobago. The Court
however, found section 3 of the Miscellaneous Provisions (Administration of Justice) Act, 2020
proclaimed on 24th December, 2020, which amends the Supreme Court of Judicature Act by
including a new Section 14A was a sufficient statutory basis. S.14A provides:
The Chief Justice may, when the circumstances warrant, issue directions as deemed
necessary for regulating and prescribing the manner in which—
- criminal and civil trials may be conducted by audio and video link; and
- evidence may be given by audio and video link or other communication medium,
from a remote point both in criminal and noncriminal matters.
Beyond this foundation however, the Court considered by virtue of its inherent jurisdiction to
control its procedure, and the absence of any explicit prohibition, it was permitted to adopt
measures to control its procedures. Substantially, the Court noted that even in the absence of the
Miscellaneous Provisions legislation and/or the Practice Directions, the Court has and has always
had the power to regulate in the interest of access to justice.
The Practice Directions do however have the following functions:
To provide clear guidance to Judges, judicial officers, attorneys at law, members of court
staff, litigants and other stakeholders as to the procedure to be adopted in the conduct
of hearings by electronic means as well as to establish:
- mechanisms that promote the use of technology and the dispensation of justice by
electronic means consistent with provisions of Rules of Court;
- a uniform and reliable approach to hearings by electronic means and the methodology
for the arrangements and conduct of such hearings;
- a feasible and workable alternative to in-person hearings which may be utilized both
in the course of normal operations as well as in times of crisis; and
- access to justice.
In view of the foregoing, the application by the State for a complete in-person trial was refused.
The Court adopted a hybrid trial to include the taking of viva voce evidence in-person as well as
by electronic means.
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V. HUMAN RIGHTS AND COVID-19
Dexter Simon v Attorney General of Trinidad and
Tobago Claim No. CV2020-01188
The Claimants filed an application for leave to apply for Judicial Review, which was heard via
Microsoft Teams Virtual Platform. The claimants sought injunctive relief namely:
1.

An interim injunction compelling the First Respondent to immediately provide the
Applicants and all prisoners at the Maximum-Security Prison (MSP) at Golden Grove
with cleaning agents (bleach, liquid soap, disinfectant and water) and protective wear
(rubber gloves) to ensure that the cells are cleaned daily by them. Also, to ensure that
the cells are professionally sanitized once a week during the pandemic period by a
professional sanitization company.

2.

An interim injunction compelling the First Respondent to immediately commence
testing of the prison population for COVID-19 (not just checking temperatures).

3.

An interim injunction compelling the First Respondent to immediately provide
reusable/washable cloth masks to the entire prison population at the MaximumSecurity Prison and to ensure that the cloth masks are worn during airing by both
prisoners and prison officers.

The court conducted the matter via a “rolled-up hearing”, where both the application for leave
and the substantive claim would be heard by the Court. The value of the “rolled-up hearing” was
explored in Joanne Bailey-Clarke v The Ombudsman of Trinidad and Tobago and The Public Service
Commission18 where the Court noted that:
The direction given for the disposal of the leave application in a “rolled up hearing” is a
tool of effective case management in the deserving case where both questions can be
determined on one hearing upon considering all of the available evidence as a means to
further the overriding objective.
The Claimants sought to be appointed as representatives of a group of remanded individuals who
had been incarcerated for substantial periods, who collectively argued that they were affected
similarly by the conditions by the prison in the particular context of the Coronavirus. The Court

18

TT 2017 HC 11
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on a review of the law concerning representative actions, found that the claimants did not satisfy
the requirements of Part 21 of the CPR concerning the requirement that the individuals have the
same or similar interest. The Court found that there was no evidentiary foundation to enable an
assessment of the similarity or dissimilarities between the cases. Thus, the claimants were not
permitted to be appointed as representative parties; further in light of the evidence before the
Court, the Court denied the application to add the members of the association to the claim.
The COVID Regulations have always exempted and continue to exempt the prisons from their
application despite the remanded prisoners being citizens of Trinidad and Tobago. The claimants
raised the constitutionality of this exemption, arguing that their constitutional rights to equality
of treatment from any public authority in the exercise of any functions provided for by section
4(d) of the Constitution; the right to life provided for by section 4(a) of the Constitution; and the
right to equality before the law and protection of the law pursuant to section 4(b) of the
Constitution were being infringed.
The Court largely found that the measures adopted were adequate to address the demands of
the pandemic.
The claimants alleged for example that:
Prison officers are not tested when entering the Maximum-Security Prison (MSP) to
determine if their body temperatures are below 38 degrees. Elderly prisoners and
prisoners with pre-existing illnesses such as diabetes are not given any special
precautions. When off-duty, the prison officers are interacting ‘in the free world’ with the
public. The Government of Republic Trinidad and Tobago's actions were aimed at
restricting the mobility of the general public by the least invasive means possible so as to
reduce opportunities for the virus to spread rampant throughout the community. The
Applicants/Intended Claimants have not seen prison officers wearing masks, gloves or
using hand sanitizers when interacting with the prisoners.
The Court ruled that the government took immediate steps to mitigate against the spread of the
virus and implemented measures and formulated plans for the management of the healthcare
system. For example, the Court found that the General Order sets out the measures to be
implemented with immediate effect by order of the Commissioner specifically to treat with the
phenomenon of COVID-19 and provide guidance and information to staff working in prison
facilities, including prisoners, prison officers and other stakeholders.
The General Order further provides guidance for a tiered system of response to COVID-19 which
is described as being 'gradual and aligned to the severity of the threat'. There are three level
responses. Level 1 focuses on prevention, education, awareness and surveillance. Level 2 deals
with a situation where there is a first reported case of a suspected or confirmed COVID-19
infection in a prison. Level 3 will be applied if there are two or more confirmed COVIDs-10
infections in prison establishments. The Prison Administration has assessed the prison established
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as falling into 'Level 1 response' and no testing is required as there are no reported cases at this
stage. The testing of an individual in the prison system as a whole and in particular remand at MSP
is informed by the national guidelines that advise on the eligibility for testing in Trinidad and
Tobago. This is a matter exclusively within the purview of the Chief Medical Officer of Trinidad &
Tobago and is not within the Commissioner's power.
Measures Adopted
The Court was satisfied that the range of measures, some of which are excerpted below, had been
adopted by the prison authorities as necessary/reasonably justifiable measures that
demonstrated the state’s fulfilment of its obligations, though regrettably the Courts did not
engage in this assessment through a positive obligation’s framework.
The relevant excerpts are as follows:
In-person prison visits, which are the primary reason for civilian entrance into prison
establishments, are no longer ongoing. The Trinidad and Tobago Prison Service (TTPrS)
took the proactive decision to have prison visits be conducted virtually.
New prisoners are not allowed to interact with the general prison population. In addition,
incoming prisoners to prison establishments are also subjected to a screening protocol.
These new prisoners are housed at the ECRC for a period of 14 days where they are put
into clusters, are screened and monitored for any symptoms. These prisoners may also
be required to take a short bath; their clothes are later sanitized and returned to them
along with the issuance of temporary clothing. This system was put in place following the
implementation of virtual visitation. This has in turn, reduced greatly the avenues for
COVID-19 entering prison establishments and the risk of a potential outbreak within a
prison establishment.
The General Order also covers civilians entering the prison establishment and the
screening protocol for their entrance is identical to the above procedure. The ECRC has
now been designated as a quarantine facility for any new prisoners who are deemed to
be at risk of developing symptoms of the disease. This is done via the use of an electronic
system which is facilitated by First Citizens Bank.
Any incoming prisoners who have clinical evidence of COVID-19, recent exposure or
history of exposure will be treated according to the guidance of the Prison Medical
Officer. Any inmate displaying symptoms after screening will be isolated immediately and
removed from the general prison population. There are inherent security risks associated
with providing prisoners with masks because masks would obscure a large portion of the
prisoners' faces. Another measure established by the Prison Administration to prevent
the corona virus disease from entering the prison establishments, is the implementation
of virtual court hearings. This has effectively eliminated the need for prisoners to be taken
out of remand at MSP to be transported to attend court hearings in person. The 5
Applicants/Intended Claimants were allowed to attend the trial of this rolled-up hearing
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via MS Teams Virtual Platform from their remote location at the specially outfitted
hearing room within the MSP. All 5 applicants/Intending Claimants were allowed to
attend this trial by MS Teams virtual platform.
Prison cells at the MSP are cleaned at least once daily by prison orderlies under the
supervision of prison officers.
Certain areas of the MSP have been misted on a daily basis using machines that use a
mixture base of bleach, water and sanitiser.
The prisoners have access to sufficient running water in their cells and are free to
purchase soap from the prison canteen.
Each cell in MSP has three (3) bunks, a toilet, a bath, a face sink and a lighting fixture.
Prisoners are able to use these facilities at their own leisure and convenience. It is not
feasible to have social distancing during airing periods or within cells. This would require
prison officers to air low numbers of prisoner which would severely reduce the efficacy
of airings.
The Attorney General initiated an action before the Courts so as to take proactive steps
in reducing the size of the prison population with a view towards securing the release of
'low risk' prisoners. The documentation relating to the eligibility of prisoners for
commutations pursuant to the Court Order is being managed by the Ministry of National
Security for consideration by the Advisory Committee on the Power of Pardon (Mercy
Committee)
In the general public, only those who exhibit symptoms associated with COVID-19 are
tested for the virus. This is also applicable to the prison population. Community testing is
not extended to the jail population. The hygiene/etiquette principles which have been
adopted within prison establishments are in keeping with the Ministry's guidance.
The General Order places great emphasis on the education of the prison community with
respect to the appropriate hygiene measures they will be required to comply with. The
screening and quarantine protocols are aligned with the guidance provided by the
Ministry. The responsibility of assisting the Prison Service in formulating appropriate
protocols was delegated to Dr. Osafo Fraser, the County Medical Officer of Health for
St George East. Dr. Parasram had sight of the General Order prepared by the TTPrS.
The Court found that there were alternative remedies under the Prison Rules which had not been
exhausted and further found no breaches of the Applicants/Intended Claimants' constitutional
right to life provided for in section 4(a) of the constitution. In total the Court found that The
General Order ensures a safe environment and the prevention of infection and/or spread of
COVID-19 within the prison.
Post-script: Subsequent to this decision, there were outbreaks of COVID-19 in the prisons of
Trinidad and Tobago with hundreds of individuals having been infected.
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Linton Pompey v The Director of Public
Prosecutions [2020] CCJ 7 AJ
In this concurring judgment by Justice Rajnauth-Lee the Court considers the effect of COVID-19
on sexual violence in the Caribbean in a clear and Cogent manner. The prescience of the judgment
benefits from its full quotation:
Sexual Violence in the Caribbean
On 30 January 2020, the World Health Organization declared a Public Health Emergency
of International Concern, and on 11 February 2020, announced the name for the
new coronavirus disease, COVID-19.13 As a result of this Pandemic, there have been
“lockdowns” of varying degrees worldwide. Governments throughout the Caribbean
region have declared states of emergency and have established curfews. I work, and
write, from home during this extraordinary time, described by the Honourable Mia
Mottley, Prime Minister of Barbados, as ‘the most destabilizing event’ for the Caribbean
region since World War II14.
37. One of the devastating effects of the many “stay at home orders” and the
consequential loss of jobs amidst the closing down of economies across the world, has
been the alarming spike in reported cases of domestic violence experienced
worldwide.15 Indeed, the increase in gender-based violence, including sexual violence,
has been a disturbing trend not only at this time, but over several years. As a result,
governments throughout the Caribbean have taken on board the need to address this
worrying trend. Some jurisdictions in the Caribbean have specialized police units
comprised of officers trained in the investigation of sexual offences and the interviewing
of victims of sexual offences. Jamaica made a very early start in this regard in establishing
the Centre for the Investigation of Sexual Offences and Child Abuse (“CISOCA”), a branch
of the Jamaica Constabulary Force. Established in 1989, the objectives of CISOCA are: to
create an atmosphere which will encourage victims to report incidents of sexual offences
and child abuse; to ensure efficient and effective investigation into allegations of abuse;
to enhance the rehabilitation of victims through counselling and therapy and to conduct
public education programmes on sexual offences and child abuse. In addition, Child
Protection Units operating within Caribbean Police Services have been established in
some jurisdictions. For example, in Trinidad and Tobago, the Child Protection Unit (an
investigative unit) was established in May 2015 and operates within the Police Service
with officers specially trained in the investigation of crimes against children. Statistics
from the Child Protection Unit16 for the period May 2015 to July 2016, revealed that there
were 2595 reports made to the Child Protection Unit. The majority of those reports were
of child sexual abuse.
38. International organizations have been at the forefront of addressing gender-based
violence and child sexual abuse. Among the international conventions which have sought
to focus on gender-based violence is the Inter-American Convention on the Prevention,
Punishment and Eradication of Violence Against Women, which was adopted by the
General Assembly of the Organization of American States in 1994. Better known as
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the Convention of Belém do Pará, the Convention asserts that violence against women
violates fundamental human rights and freedoms based on the unequal power relations
between women and men. Of note as well is the Convention on the Rights of the
Child17 which at Article 19(1) requires States Parties to ‘take all appropriate legislative,
administrative, social and educational measures to protect the child from all forms of
physical or mental violence, injury or abuse, neglect or negligent treatment,
maltreatment or exploitation including sexual abuse, while in the care of parent(s), legal
guardian(s) or any other person who has the care of the child’.

Marcella A. Liburd (Personally, and as Deputy
Leader of the St. Kitts and Nevis Labour Party) v The
Attorney General of Saint Christopher and
Nevis [2020] ECSC J1015-1
The claimant in Liburd et al v the Attorney General SKBHCV2020/0090, originally sought to
challenge the Constitutionality of the Emergency Regulations made pursuant s. 19 (7) of the
Constitution of St. Kitts and Nevis on the basis that they were ‘disproportionately restrictive, and
discriminatory of itself, and or in its effect and consequences against the claimants and the St.
Kitts-Nevis Labour Party and is therefore (or will be) wholly arbitrary and disproportionate and
are therefore not reasonably required in the interests of public safety, public order or public
health.’ This challenge was later removed, and as such at the time of this report, there were no
challenges to the legality of the regulation. Moreover, they challenged the bona fides of the
regulations in relation to the elections claiming that it provides an unfair and unequal advantage,
while suppressing the Claimants and their political party which is not reasonably justifiable in a
democratic society or during the COVID-19 pandemic and amounts to (or will amount to) a
contravention, active denial, suppression and abatement of the Claimant’s rights and freedoms.
The claimants did not maintain the challenge to the Constitutionality of the regulations
themselves, but merely the failure to specify a duration for the period of emergency which the
court rejected. As long as the period was shorter than the constitutionally stipulated time, no
objection could be taken.
The Court found:
[T]he police took an even-handed approach to the campaigns of both sides. This is
particularly well illustrated by the evidence of the Commissioner when detailing the proactive steps he took in contacting SKNLP officials to ensure that he had not overlooked
any applicants from them and practically inviting them to apply to have their supporters
granted permission to campaign during curfew hours.
An important issue which arose in the context of the case was the question of access to State
media, prior to and during elections to ensure a fair go in the election period. Thus, the authorities
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establish that while the claimants are not entitled to equal or identical access to state owned
media generally, they ought to be afforded a right to fair consideration and have a constitutional
right not to have their access to State media denied on discriminatory, arbitrary or unreasonable
grounds. The Court upon a thorough review of the evidence and extent of publication, found that
the Claimants’ right to equality before the law, guaranteed by section 3(a), freedom of speech
and expression protected by section 12, and to be protected from discrimination under section
15 have been breached by State media, by failing to provide equal airtime to the opposition as to
the ruling party.
This decision is emblematic of some of the challenges associated with elections in the context
of the pandemic but also more broadly. Guaranteeing free and fair elections requires
Governments working to ensure a level platform is provided in the digital realm, particularly as
public gathering and traditional mechanisms may have been restricted. The linkage between
incumbency, state resources and elections is equally a problematic challenge to good
governance in the context of elections. Where Ministers utilize the same platforms for
campaigning as for the performance of ministerial function, it may provide an unwitting
advantage which should be modulated against.
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VI. CASES CONCERNING
IMMIGRATION DETENTION AND THE
EFFECT OF COVID-19
Angel Adrian Cova Mendez v The Chief Immigration
Officer TT 2020 HC 112
The applicants, Venezuelan nationals, entered into Trinidad and Tobago illegally in 2020 and
pleaded guilty to related offences. In April 2020, the Minister of National Security signed
deportation orders in respect of both applicants. The claimants filed habeas corpus applications.
In a procedural innovation and reflective of an appropriate judicial flexibility, the Court permitted
the taking of the evidence of the applicants other than by way of affidavits with undertakings to
file the affidavit at a later date if necessary.
In considering the position of the applicant, the Court summarized the law; detention must be for
the purpose of facilitating their deportation and the deportation must be undertaken within a
reasonable time. What is a reasonable time is a matter to consider in all of the circumstances?
The Court was of the view that one week was an insufficient period.
The Court considered the likely difficulty of repatriation noting:
Borders are closed. No flights are coming into or leaving Trinidad and Tobago except in
special circumstances. A similar position appears to be the case in Venezuela, if the court
is to take judicial notice of what is in the news. Resources in the foreseeable future will
have to be applied differently and that may ultimately affect what may be considered
reasonable. But as yet, that time has not come. It is a fair assumption also that a
deportation in the short term is not likely to be possible.
The Court did not consider itself as having jurisdiction in a habeas corpus application to consider
conditions in detention and the threat posed by the contagious COVID 19 virus. In the premises
the Court, encouraged the State to consider, but felt itself unable to consider the conditions of
the prison as material to their detention.
The court before which a habeas corpus application has been filed has to be content that a charge
known to law has been brought. Its function ends there. Similarly, where an illegal immigrant has
been detained and a lawful deportation order has been served and the detention is pursuant to
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that, the court’s role in a habeas corpus claim ends unless it comes to the reasonableness of the
length of the detention The Court was of the view that an unreasonable time had not yet passed.
In light of the court’s assessment of the likely difficulty of repatriation, the Court punted the
assessment to the authorities to consider whether a deportation is unlikely to be affected in
the foreseeable future and whether a supervision order can be made. Given the limited
functions of the habeas corpus application, the Court was constrained in the remedies available
to it.

Emmanuel Jahbuike Onyeukwu v Chief Immigration
Officer TT 2020 HC 172
The Claimants in these actions including Mr. Emmanuel are all citizens of the Federal Republic of
Nigeria who were at the date of the institution of these proceedings being detained at the
Immigration Detention Centre, Eastern Main Rain, Aripo awaiting deportation. The central
questions for determination was:
1) whether there is no power under the Immigration Act Chapter 18:01 to detain the
Claimant at the IDC or at any other detention facility for a period longer than 6
months from the date upon which the detention order was issued.
2) Whether the delay in deporting or repatriating the Claimant after 6 months from
the date of his deportation order is unlawful and unconstitutional.
During the detention, there was an incident at the detention center; described as a riot by the
officers and on the other hand the venting frustrations and seeking of assistance and attention.
The detainees were arrested and charged with criminal offences.
The immigration authorities asserted that the dispute was no longer a live one as the claimants’
detention pursuant to the Immigration Act had ended and they were now subject to detention
pursuant to criminal charges. The Court nonetheless found that the deportation orders were still
in issue as dependent on the outcome of the trial, the State may further seek to deport the
claimants. In light of this the Court assessed the lawfulness of their detention based on the Hardial
Principles.19 The appropriate approach has been summarized in Judgment of Kokaram J as he then
was in Troy Thomas v Chief Immigration Officer CV2019-00888. It provides guidelines on the
jurisdiction of the Chief Immigration Officer (CIO) to detain pending the outcome of criminal
proceedings. It confirms the well-established principle that the purpose of detention is ‘pending

19

R. v Governor of Durham Prison, ex p. Hardial Singh [1984] 1W.L.R. 704 at 706C-F
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deportation’, and for such period as is necessary for the purpose of making arrangements for
removal:
(iii) Detention should be used as a last resort to pursue the statutory objects of the
power of deportation.
(iv) With respect to a deportation, the detention can only be authorized if the
individual is being detained pending his removal. It cannot be used for any other
purpose.
(v) The power of detention that is conferred by the Immigration Act to enable the
machinery of deportation to be carried out, is impliedly limited to a period which
is reasonably necessary for that purpose.
(vi) The Defendant must exercise all reasonable expedition to ensure that the steps
are taken which will be necessary to ensure the removal of the individual within a
reasonable time and as soon as practicable.20
The Court considered the lax approach to the pursuit of the deportation of migrants since 2016
and specifically evaluated the likelihood of repatriation in light of the worsening economic
situation since COVID-19, and the closure of the border. The Court also mooted for consideration
by the State whether Government’s policy which had been adopted with respect to Venezuelans
should not equally be extended to other migrants, particularly given the long duration of their
detention.
In the premises, the Court ordered:
1. A declaration that the deportation orders made by the CIO and all powers to detain
pending deportation arising therefrom are now null and void and of no effect.
2. A declaration that as of 28/06/2018 the CIO has no power to detain or to resume the
detention of the Claimants on the determination of their pending criminal cases in
the Arima Magistrate's Court, or in the event that they are granted bail by the
Magistrate.

20

Troy Thomas v Chief Immigration Officer CV2019-00888 at paragraph 28
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Machado v The Chief Immigration Officer and The
Attorney General of Trinidad and Tobago Claim No.
CV2020-01118
This case dealt with the Applicant’s challenge to his detention and continued detention at the
Immigration Detention Centre after being arrested and charged with the offences of possession
of a firearm and ammunition under the laws of Trinidad and Tobago. The applicant, a Venezuelan
national was not able to secure bail in the first instance and was detained for over a year. On
securing bail, the applicant was further detained at the immigration centre. The grounds of the
application included inter alia that the detention was unlawful, in breach of his constitutional
rights and further there was no issue of a deportation notice under the Immigration Act to justify
his continued detention. The court in deciding whether the detention was unlawful relied on the
relevant sections of the Immigration Act, particularly the fact that the applicant received an
original deportation order on 28 August 2018 and subsequently re-entered the country,
contravening the original order. As such, the decision of the CIO to deport the applicant under the
original order is lawful under section 29(6)(c) of the Immigration Act.
Furthermore, the court noted that the body to determine the applicant’s asylum application in
accordance with the 2014 Draft Policy was the Living Water Community in partnership with the
UNHCR. The Court opined that since there was no evidence to adduce any ongoing asylum claim
made by the applicant, the CIO is authorized to act in accordance with the Deportation Order
made on 28 August 2018. Establishing that the purpose for detention is deportation, the second
limb of the Hardial Singh21 test applies as to whether the period of detention is reasonably
necessary. Mohammed J found that in this case the relevant period of detention, to the date of
the filing of the writ of habeas corpus is 110 days (3 months and 19 days) is not unreasonable in
the circumstances. At present, the Applicant’s detention is serving its statutory purpose and it
does not run a risk of unlawful deprivation of liberty.
In applying the Hardial Singh principles, the Court concluded the following:
(i) the Chief Immigration Officer does intend to deport the Applicant and has used her
power to detain him for that sole purpose; (ii) the Applicant, in the Court’s view, has been
detained for a period that is reasonable in the circumstances, having regard to the
pandemic caused as a result of COVID-19; (iii) the Chief Immigration Officer has acted with
reasonable diligence and expedition to effect removal of the Applicant before the closure
of Venezuela’s borders. The borders were closed on 16 March 2020. 22

21
22

R. v Governor of Durham Prison, ex p. Hardial Singh [1984] 1W.L.R. 704 at 706C-F
Ibid para 85.
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However, the court noted, for future reference, in matters concerning detention and deportation
that certain grounds may give rise to the use of judicial review instead of an application for habeas
corpus. In the instant case, it is clear from these grounds that the Applicant is seeking to review
the acts of the Chief Immigration Officer in performance of her duties, in that, she failed to comply
with the provisions of the Immigration Act. The Applicant is, in essence, alleging that the Chief
Immigration Officer is guilty of procedural impropriety. This is a ground for judicial review.

Monica Cuero et al v the Chief Immigration Officer
and the Superintendent of Prisons Claim No.
AXAHCV 2020/0038
In this case from Anguilla, immigrants charged with illegal entry into Anguilla pursuant to s.13 of
the Immigration and Passport Act and pleaded guilty. Various procedural errors were noted in the
Court. For example, The Magistrate hearing one of the matters, deemed the immigrants
prohibited immigrants under the Immigration and Passport Act (pursuant to s. 11) but failed to
enter convictions for the substantive offence under the Act (s. 13). The Court found that the
Magistrate acted ultra vires where she purported to deem the applicants prohibited immigrants
pursuant to section 10 of the Immigration and Passport Act as the procedure was invalid.
The Court thus noted that the migrants remained in detention for an extended period and would
continue to do so in light of the severe restriction of travel to Latin America in light of COVID-19.
The Court found the continued detention of the applicants pending deportation to be an
unreasonable exercise of discretion under s.9 and 22 of the Immigration and Passport Act, as it
was ‘patently obvious to the court that the travel restrictions imposed as a result of the COVID19 pandemic is an almost insurmountable hurdle that impedes the applicants’ repatriation.’

Mustapha Touray v The Attorney General of
Trinidad and Tobago TT 2020 HC 285
The claimant in this case is a Gambian citizen who entered Trinidad and Tobago in March 2017.
Subsequently, a deportation order was made against him on 14th August 2017 and he was
detained pending his deportation at the Immigration Detention Centre (IDC). An attempt was
made to execute the deportation order on 18th April 2018 however, the Claimant was refused
entry to Turkey whilst in transit to Gambia and he was then returned to the Trinidad on 20th April
2018 and thereafter detained at the IDC. A court found in CV2019-02422 Mustapha Touray v The
Chief Immigration Officer (the first action) that 6 weeks from his return and detention was a
reasonable period for arrangements attendant to his deportation to have been made.
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The Claimant described the conditions at the facility thus:
7. When I was returned to the Immigration Detention Centre I was being kept in a
dormitory with approximately 17 other persons. At times the number of persons in the
dormitory would be as much as 35 persons. The dormitory was approximately 16 feet x
16 feet in dimension and was very crowded and cramped by the number of detainees that
were forced to share this area. I slept on the floor on a thin, dirty mattress as there were
not enough beds. This was extremely uncomfortable and humiliating. Sometime when
the number of persons in the dormitory fell low I would be able to access a bed to sleep.
The dormitory was very dirty and usually littered with garbage. There were many men
from different countries all sharing the same dormitory. The language barrier made it
impossible to communicate with a large number of the detainees. There were frequent
fights among other detainees which would on occasion become very violent. Tensions
were always high and the risk of violence was always present. I felt afraid for my life on
many occasions and was never able to feel safe from attack by the other detainees. I kept
to myself mostly for fear of being attacked.
8. The hygiene of many of the detainees was disgusting. We all had to share two
bathrooms and one toilet which was used by about 50 detainees. The stench of the
bathroom was disgusting. Much like the rest of the dormitory, the bathrooms were not
cleaned as often as they should have been. In addition to the stench there was muck on
the walls and the floor and using the bathroom and toilet facility was a most humiliating
experience. I was provided with a bar of soap, one roll of toilet paper and a small tube of
toothpaste per month. At times supplies at the IDC would run short and I would not be
provided with any supplies for two to three months. These supplies could not last a month
and when they run out we would simply have to do without. When supplies ran out I
would ask the officers if I could be provided with an additional roll of toilet paper but they
would simply inform me that there were no more supplies and I would have to wash
myself with water every time that I sue use the toilet. This was the same with the other
detainees as well and this made the entire surrounding unsanitary, unhygienic and septic.
9. At times the smell from the toilet and bathroom would be so strong and disgusting
that it would enter the space of the dormitory. The only thing more distressing than the
sight and stench of the bathroom was the fact that I had to shower in full view of the
other detainees. This was embarrassing as it was unpleasant. This experience reduced me
to feel worse than an animal. At times when the dormitory was full, I would refuse a bath
only because of the embarrassment that was associated with the experience. There were
things that I had gotten accustomed to while being detained but this was one experience
that I never was able to adjust to despite the prolonged period of time that I was
incarcerated. I was provided with a towel by the IDC officers and I used this to dry myself
after I showered. I felt like I was robbed of all my dignity by having been subject to this
condition while incarcerated. I left like my humanity was taken from me.
10. The air was so hot and dusty. The ventilation was old, dirty and rusty and circulated
warm dirty air throughout the dormitory constantly. I constantly felt like I was suffocating.
I was only aired for about an hour and a half a day, approximately six days a week. On
many occasions I was not allowed to air for sometimes days on end due to staff shortages.
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During these times I would often beg the officer to allow me outside just to get some
fresh air but even this was refused by the officers. I often begged to be aired, for my
mental and physical health. I was so frustrated whilst I was kept inside. During the time
that I was aired I would have to wash my clothes in a bucket and with pipe water and
hang it out to dry. When I was not allowed to air, I was unable to carry out this task. There
was a little broken television which showed static alone. Though it may be hard to
understand, just staring at the broken television drove so many of the detainees, myself
included, crazy.
11. The food at the IDC was absolutely disgusting. I am a Muslim so I only eat halal meats.
I asked the officers whether the food was halal but I never got an answer to my question.
I had no choice but to eat the food, even if it was not halal. This was distressing because
I try my best to adhere to the strict tenets of my religion. It was either I ate it or I starved.
I considered it a grave insult that no one could assure me that my food was halal. Aside
from this, the food itself was sickening. It was always very little and very bland. Though I
by no means expected quality food, I thought that it would at the very least be pleasantly
consumable.
12. There were many occasions that I could not stomach the food. I often went hungry
because the food was so little, it could not sustain an adult. There were also a few
occasions when I was given sausage to eat but was not told what the meat the sausage
was made of. No officer was able to assure me that the sausage was not pork. There were
also instances where guards discriminated against me as a Muslim. I was told by one
officer that he did not like Muslims because we were murderers. I could not understand
why I was being treated in this manner by the officers and this made me even more
frustrated and depressed.
…
14. Medical supplies were short and very limited. The cure for every disease was Panadol.
That seemed to be the only drug which was given to me whenever I complained of an
ailment or pain. Panadol was given for everything regardless of the severity of the
condition. There were many times I couldn't get proper medical care at the IDC. I was left
to suffer from numerous pains and diseases during my time at the IDC.
16. The mental torture I endured during my time at the IDC was unbearable. Day in, day
out my mind would think about my parents back at home who had no idea where I was.
By the time I was released, they hadn't heard from me for almost two years. They had no
idea what I was going through. I kept worrying that they thought I had abandoned them
in their old age. I wondered how they were surviving on their own without my help. I
wondered if they were even still alive. They were on their own in the extremely poor
village where I come from whilst I was locked away in a detention centre halfway across
the world.
…
19. I expected that arrangements would be made for me to be returned to my homeland
soon after I was refused entry on my trip but this was wishful thinking. As the days turned
into weeks and the weeks turned into months and the months turned into a year, I felt
that I would never be released and I would at times contemplate if it were not better for
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me to take my own life rather than subject myself and my family to this torture and
suffering. What made this situation worse was the fact that the other detainees who were
detained at the IDC would be allowed to make one phone call per month to their family
members but I was not allowed this facility because my family members were abroad.
The Court found consistent with the previous judgment and similar authorities that the detention
was unlawful and that he was falsely imprisoned in violation of s.16 of the Immigration Act. The
Court noted that: where detention is pending deportation then the deportation must be given
effect to within a reasonable time period.
The Court found that there can be no dispute that the Claimant was deprived of his liberty and
further found in light of a previous detention that the usual reflection of detention as a shock to
the system was not available to the claimant. The Court at para. 24 also noted that ‘it is also not
lost upon this Court that the Claimant has breached the immigration laws of this Republic and he
is here illegally.’
The Court further noted:
The conditions, at the IDC as outlined by the Claimant are disturbing but so is the plight
which faces tens of thousands unemployed, hungry and hopeless citizens whose
conditions have deteriorated with the economic downturn, low energy prices and the
ongoing COVID pandemic. Many citizens are stranded abroad and even if exemptions are
granted, flights are expensive, yet, the State is not obliged to pay for these citizens to
return home. In contrast, the State must however pay to deport a subject who has
breached the immigration laws of this land and whose presence here is unauthorized.
Limited resources have to be prudently managed and the best interest of citizens have to
be prioritized. The immigration laws as they currently stand are problematic and require
urgent attention.
Illegal immigration burdens the society as it deprives taxpaying citizens and lawful
residents of jobs and resources. Stricter immigration and vetting policies should be
implemented for visitors who require entry visas, especially, in relation to those who
come from countries, where the statistics show a prevalence of persons at the IDC. Bonds
to cover return airfare, for example, could be considered or agreements enacted with
those nations to permit visa free entry provided that the said foreign state agrees to bear
the cost of deportation if its citizen runs afoul of this nation’s immigration laws. In
addition, Parliament may wish to consider the formalization of a policy on migrants and
effect clear and cohesive legislation which regulates same in a fair, transparent, equitable
unbiased manner which upholds democratic principles and accords with human rights
and international law obligations. The legislature may also wish to pursue criminalizing
the engagement of work by illegal immigrants so that persons engaged in same can be
arrested and charged separate and apart from immigration proceedings. With alarming
regularity many illegal immigrants are hired but exploited and in the ensuing vicious cycle,
their rights are eviscerated while law abiding citizens also suffer as they remain
unemployed.
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The Court engaged in a biased assessment of the claimant’s violation on account of two factors:
the first that he was detained for breaches of the Immigration Act of Trinidad and second that he
was poor and from a village in the Gambia. To this effect, the Court noted:
On his evidence, the Claimant came from a poor village and the Court had difficulty in
accepting that the dirty cell and overcrowding at IDC occasioned significant distress upon
him. Of course, from a humanitarian perspective the State must ensure that detention
conditions are not unusual or cruel.
The perspective of the court thus appears jaundiced in ways which are particularly alarming and
inconsistent with the State’s international law obligations.

Nelysbeth Adriana Contrera v The Chief
Immigration Officer Claim No. CV2021-00363.
Quinlan J in Nelysbeth Adriana Contrera v The Chief Immigration Officer noted that the Attorney
General responded that a quarantine order had been made by the Minister of Health for the
applicant and her child to be quarantined at a named facility in Chaguaramas. However, the child
had not been taken to the quarantine facility but was kept detained at the Erin Police Station. As
such, Quinlan J ordered the child to be taken to the quarantine facility by 6:00am the following
morning, failing which he was to be released. The decision also raised issues on the principles of
natural justice which are integral in the making of deportation orders. The court noted that
natural justice dictates that when a deportation order is made, it should provide sufficient
information to identify the section under which the deportation order is made.23 Furthermore,
the court reemphasized the binding precedent that detention under a Deportation Order made
under the Immigration Act of Trinidad and Tobago can only be for the purpose of deportation.24
In the instant case, the judge found that the detention period was irrelevant and the second
principle expressed in Hardial Singh25 was inapplicable as the detention order was stayed by an
undertaking given by the Attorney General and as such the applicants could not be deported.

23

Ibid para 73.
Naidike v The Attorney General of Trinidad and Tobago [2004] UKPC 49
25 R. v Governor of Durham Prison, ex p. Hardial Singh [1984] 1W.L.R. 704 at 706C-F
24
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Richard Bruce also called Richard Isadore Bruce v
Onika Alphonso-Bruce TT 2020 HC 91
In this judgment, two components of the relationship between COVID-19 and the legal system are
apparent. In the first instance, modifications to Court practice, and as a factor in the Court’s
determination of constitutional rights.
In the first instance, the court certified the matter for an urgent hearing in light of the age,
vulnerability of the patient and COVID-19 and modified its modalities. As such the Court in order
to ensure that access to justice is maintained while maintaining safety protocol, elected to have
a remote hearing via Skype. The Court sat at the Hall of Justice in San Fernando while the lawyers
were at their offices at Tunapuna and Port-of-Spain with their clients. The court premised its
selection to ensure that the rule of law is maintained and that citizens continue to have access to
justice.
There was in effect a dispute over which family member should be appointed as Receiver under
the Mental Health Act. In the midst of allegations that the respondent utilised the intended
patient’s funds to take care of herself and other family members, the Court highlighted the
potential impact of COVID-19 on elderly citizens such as the intended patient:
Our elderly citizens are vulnerable and they must be protected. This virus is waging a war
on humanity and we must be resolute in our focus and united in our collective efforts to
retard its spread. Now more than ever collective responsibility is required as we are our
brother’s keeper. Elderly citizens must be isolated and insulated from the risk of exposure.
Given that the Applicant herself is a financially secure older citizen, the Court is of the
view that she is in a better situation than the Respondent to ensure that the intended
patient is kept safe. It is highly probable that she too will be inclined to implement
protocols to ensure her own safety.
In light of this the court made a number of interim orders with a view to protecting the intended
patient.

VDL (by her kin and next friend Gregoria Del Carmen
Figueredo) and the Attorney General of Trinidad and
Tobago Claim No. CV2020-04062
An 11-year-old Venezuelan girl at risk of being deported because of a judge’s ruling has received
temporary reprieve, as the Court of Appeal ruled that she remains in the jurisdiction until her
constitutional challenge against the deportation order is heard and determined in court. In an oral
decision at a virtual hearing, Justices of Appeal Ronnie Boodoosingh and James Aboud agreed that
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the December 1st decision of Justice Frank Seepersad to refuse an injunction application against
the State’s plan to deport the child was ‘plainly wrong.’
They set aside Seepersad’s orders, which paved the way for the child to be sent back to Venezuela,
possibly with her mother, for various breaches to immigration laws and COVID-19 regulations,
and instead granted an injunction restraining the State from repatriating her, pending the court’s
determination of her claim. They also removed the first instance judge from determining the
substantive claim. The judge’s order that the mother’s affidavit, filed in support of her daughter’s
claim, be sent to the police commissioner and Director of Public Prosecutions for action since it
was possible, she had committed criminal offences, was also quashed.26
The decision of Seepersad J premised on placing the conduct of the Claimant and her brazen and
bold disregard for the immigration laws of this Republic at the fore without due regard to the
substantive claims for protection which was sought by the Claimant. It even went further by
assessing whether the claimant would be deemed a refugee under the 1951 Refugee Convention,
a decision which is only possible through the UNHCR and its designate in Trinidad and Tobago,
the Living Water Community. The application of the injunctive test and whether there was a real
chance of success at trial was misplaced.
The claim for constitutional relief was rooted in the argument that civilized democracy treats the
rights of the child with paramount importance. The Claimant’s attorney argued there was nothing
to show that the State had disengaged itself from the 1951 UN convention on refugees or the
2014 draft policy to treat with them. He further argued that the three-tier process in keeping with
the UN convention gave the claimant a legitimate expectation that it would be followed and her
asylum application would be processed by the UNHCR’s local implementing partner – the Living
Water Community. The Court of Appeal agreed with the claimant in that if there were changes
made to the 2014 draft policy, which raised a legitimate expectation on behalf of the claimant,
those issues were all matters suitable to be interrogated at a trial.

26

Trinidad and Tobago Newsday, ‘Appeal Court: Judge got it wrong on Venezuelan girl deportation case’ (December
23, 2020) < https://newsday.co.tt/2020/12/23/judge-got-it-wrong> accessed May 21, 2021.
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